The Value
of Compassion
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Consider how your firm’s customer experience journey
can improve interactions with your brand—particularly
during a consumer crisis—and boost the company’s
reputation and bottom line.
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mative customer experiences:
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CX program.
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points of the customer journey, design
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perceptions. When you can see a
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Recognize the Need
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In the Customer’s Shoes
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harm. At the beginning of any CX
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experience.

transformation, you must provide an
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Next, imagine being a customer in

So, what can be done? This is
where compassion for the customer
comes into play as a vital link in the
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Compassion is a multidimensional
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Of course, the form and magnitude

concept that involves recognizing a
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Being compassionate in the design

a crisis while dealing with a health

taking deliberate action to relieve

of a customer experience means con-

care service provider. The complexities

the problem.1,2

tending with the possibility that the

of obtaining and paying for health

current customer journey may do more

care services bring a wide array of

harm than good. Journey mapping and

emotions.

The framework for understanding
compassion, in some respects, lines up
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customer (VoC) data is the product

attempt at resolving their problems,

of a structured and purposeful

and your business will be better off

approach to capturing customer feed-

with a more refined CX program.

back, requirements, and sentiments
around a brand, product, or service.3
It provides an important lens into the

experience may be a turnoff for leader-

perceptions and feelings people have

ship. It’s not that senior leaders want to

around a subject.

be less compassionate; it’s because the

That said, VoC data also lends itself

Appreciate what
people go through
when they engage
with your brand,
products, and
services. What
are the pain
points?
However, other equally hair-raising
scenarios can elicit emotional distress.

Understandably, proposing a
compassionate approach to customer

value position of compassion may be

well to learning about the emotional

difficult for some to correlate to higher

effect of current journeys on your cus-

revenue and an increase in brand value.
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It’s possible discussing feelings

toward opportunities for improve-

and emotions leads people to think

ment. Moreover, the way in which you

it’s a simple problem of efficiency

define and characterize your customer

and lack of service—a quick fix to an

personas can expose nuances of their

issue. Nevertheless, compassion can

experiences, and subsequently, their

differentiate your brand in the market,

feedback. Are they a “customer,” or

distinguishing it from others.

a “single parent”? Should they be

Compassion reveals a lot about

labeled as a “patient,” or does “cancer

our moral and ethical beliefs. It can

survivor” provide more context?

serve as the foundation of your moral

If you envision a “patient’s” journey

purpose, be the key driver of your

to identify a new health care provider,

company’s culture, or be the means by

you will certainly find opportunities

which you serve your customers. Being

for improvement. But if you explore a

compassionate inherently betters

“cancer survivor’s” similar journey,

people’s lives.

might you feel something different?

Applying a compassionate frame-

Does it expose more pain points in

work to your organization’s customer

the customer journey? Is your level of

experience principles can transform

empathy deeper?

your customers’ journeys, providing

They can be as complex as identity

profound and deeply impactful experi-

theft or a private data leak, or as rela-

ences in their lives.

tively simple as the theft of a mobile
phone. Any of these situations can

Take the Necessary Action
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make a customer’s journey profoundly

The last component of compassionate
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more difficult, which in turn can leave

CX design is taking deliberate steps

your customer with negative feelings

toward improving the experience of

toward your brand.

those in need. What separates empathy
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